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Its Pages of instructive articles plus "Ten Thousand Titles of Musical Compositions" classified under "Five Hundred Different Headings" describing the purpose and character of each composition in relation to its possibilities of replacing the spoken word in the silent drama

Constitutes the greatest contribution ever offered to

"Better Music for the Film"
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### BOOK OF NEUTRAL AGITATOS
- Agitato (angry discussion) — Kiefert
- Agitato (general use) — Shepherd
- Agitato (tumult) — Minot
- Agitato (minor) — Beohlein
- Agitato (rhythmic) — Beohlein
- Agitato (barcarolle) — Beohlein
- Tensive Allegro (neutral) — Aborn

### BOOK OF DRAMATIC TENSIONS
- Dramatic Tension — Andino
- Dramatic Tension (impending action) — Andino
- Dramatic Tension (in Russian atmosphere) — Borch
- Dramatic Suspense — Winkler
- Dramatic Reproach (emotional) — Borge
- Dramatic Tension (general use) — Levy

### BOOK OF FURIOSOS AND BATTLE MUSIC
- Blizzard — Aborn
- Furioso (oriental) — Beohlein
- Furioso (riot and storm) — Kiefert
- Battle Agitato — Shepherd
- Battle Agitato (char.) — Shepherd
- Furioso (riot and conflict) — Shepherd

### BOOK OF WESTERN MUSIC AND GALOPS
- Western Rodeo (cowboy char.) — Minot
- Wild and Woolly (allegro) — Minot
- Gallop (char.) — Minot
- Stampede (lively) — Simon
- Dashing Cowboy (char.) — Aborn
- Farcical Allegro — Aborn
- The Round Up (galop) — Aborn

### BOOK OF DRAMATIC AGITATOS
- Dramatic Agitato (general use) — Borch
- Dramatic Agitato (dramatic action) — Minot
- Dramatic Finale — Smith
- Miserioso Agitato (dramatic) — Smith
- Agitato Appassionato — Borch
- Agitato Patetique — Borch

### BOOK OF MISTERIOSOS
- Sinister Theme (danger) — Vely
- Gruesome Misterioso (melancholic) — Borch
- Misterioso Dramatico (sudden danger) — Borch
- Pietistic Misterioso (barcarolle) — Borch
- Misterioso (general use) — Andino
- Misterioso (melody) — Minot
- Conspirators (conspiracy) — Santos

### BOOK OF DRAMATIC APPASSIONATOS AND ANDANTES
- Dramatic Andante (suppressed emotion) — Borge
- Andante Patetique — Borge
- Andante Dramatico (danger) — Herbert
- Appassionato (love scenes of passion) — Borch
- Appassionato (from Romeo and Juliet) — Borge
- Andante Dramatico (dramatic emotion) — Borch
- Dramatic Andante (suppressed emotion) — Borch

### BOOK OF HURRIES
- Comedy Allegro — Borge
- Allegro (allegro) — Aborn
- Allegro Agitato (excitement) — Aborn
- Allegro (funeral use) — Kiefert
- Hurry (pursuit and races) — Minot
- Hurry (general use) — Minot
- Hurry (railroad scenes) — Simon

### BOOK OF CHARACTERISTIC INCIDENTS
- Humorous Drinking Character — Roberts
- Eccentric Comedy Character — Roberts
- A Prohibition Episode (with bootlegger) — Aborn
- Desert Manicocy (American desert scenes) — Aborn
- Funeral Pomposo — Hille
- In An Opium Den — Aborn
- Wondrous Agitato — Hille

### BOOK OF RECITATIVES AND TRAGIC MUSIC
- Dramatic Recitative No. 1 (Heavenly dramatic) — Levy
- Dramatic Recitative No. 2 (intense dramatic) — Levy
- Tragic Theme (a classical opera) — Vely
- Lamentoso (death scenes) — Borch
- Andante Deleoso (grace and anguish) — Borch
- Dramatic Recitative No. 3 (argumenta) — Aborn

Each number contained in these books can also be obtained in single form for 15c. PER SINGLE NUMBER also published for small or full orchestra.

NET PRICE 35c. EACH BOOK
Complete Set of 10 Books $3.15
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